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Responsive theme for XOOPS - Themes

A responsive theme suitable for desktop, tablets and mobiles.
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We needed to build this theme for a customer and thought we'd share it with the community.

It's based upon a html5up theme and made suitable for XOOPS. It is a slick and minimalistic
theme based on the skeleton framework that will adjust to blocks shown as well as what device
is viewing the website.

The top-menu is built by XOOPS and uses the left block. The Right-block is used for the most
bottom area and every block will be presented horizontally.
For the fmcontent module we've also made custom templates and CSS changes.

Some screenshots :

Front page

Front page less blocks 1

Front page less blocks 2

Front filled with an example

Front mobile version

Front mobile version with menu

fmcontent example

Demo:http://files.designburo.nl/themes/index.php
Download:http://files.designburo.nl/xoops/responsive.zip
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